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The variation of resistivity in an amorphous As30Te70−xSix system of glasses with high pressure has been
studied for pressures up to 8 GPa. It is found that the electrical resistivity and the conduction activation
energy decrease continuously with increase in pressure, and samples become metallic in the pressure range
1.0–2.0 GPa. Temperature variation studies carried out at a pressure of 0.92 GPa show that the activation
energies lie in the range 0.16–0.18 eV. Studies on the composition/average co-ordination number 〈r〉
dependence of normalized electrical resistivity at different pressures indicate that rigidity percolation
is extended, the onset of the intermediate phase is around 〈r〉 = 2.44, and completion at 〈r〉 = 2.56,
respectively, while the chemical threshold is at 〈r〉 = 2.67. These results compare favorably with those
obtained from electrical switching and differential scanning calorimetric studies.
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1. Introduction

High pressure-induced metallization and crystallization in glassy semiconductors occur discon-
tinuously in some glasses, and continuously in others. It is found that IV–VI chalcogenide glasses
exhibit sharp, discontinuous glassy semiconductor to crystalline metal transition around 5–8 GPa
[1, 2]. On the other hand, III–VI [3, 4] and V–VI [5] glasses such as Ga−Te and As−Te show
continuous metallization under pressure. Further V–VI chalcogenide glasses are usually found to
remain a semiconductor even up to 10 GPa [5, 6]. The ternary glass As−Te−In has been found to
undergo metallization continuously [7] under pressure. The effect of pressure on a ternary glass
such as As−Te−Si is therefore of considerable interest.

Composition dependence of various properties of chalcogenide glasses reveal the existence of
two topological thresholds: rigidity percolation threshold (RPT) and chemical threshold (CT).
According to Phillips and Thorpe [8–10], the local structure and network rigidity of chalcogenide
glasses is composition-dependant, and a floppy to rigid transformation in network chalcogenide
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glasses – the RPT – may be identified. Recent ideas of Boolchand et al. [11–13] suggest that the
floppy to rigid transition is not sharp as considered earlier but that the network goes through an
intermediate regime where both floppy and rigid networks coexist. The two ends of the inter-
mediate regime indicate the onset of rigidity percolation and its completion. In addition to a
mechanical threshold, there is also a CT in chalcogenide glasses at the critical composition at
which the covalent random network becomes completely heteropolar.

The present work reports electrical resistivity measurements on bulk As−Te−Si glasses at high
pressure and attempts to understand the effect of topological thresholds on the high pressure
behavior of these samples.

2. Experimental details

Bulk semi-conducting glasses of an As30Te70−xSix system with 5 ≤ x ≤ 22 were prepared by the
conventional melt quenching method. Appropriate quantities of pure elements (99.999%) of As,
Te, and Si were weighed to 0.1 mg accuracy and vacuum-sealed in evacuated quartz ampoules at
10−5 Torr and slowly heated in the horizontal rotary furnace to 1140 ◦C at the rate of 1000 C/h.
The ampoules were maintained at 1140 ◦C and were continuously rotated for about 24 h at 10 rpm
to ensure homogeneity of the melt. The ampoules were subsequently quenched in a bath of
ice water and NaOH mixture. The amorphous nature of the samples was confirmed by X-ray
diffraction (XRD).

Electrical resistivity measurements at high pressures of up to 8 GPa have been carried out
in a Bridgman anvil cell with a working face diameter of 12 mm. The design of the anvil is
as reported in ref. [14] and is made of tungsten carbide and provided with alloy steel (EN24)
binding rings. Pyrophyllite gaskets of 0.31 mm critical thickness were used in split gasket
configuration. Steatite was used as the quasi-hydrostatic pressure-transmitting medium. Bis-
muth has been employed as an in situ pressure calibrant in all the resistivity runs. Samples
of approximate dimension 2 mm × 1.5 mm × 0.2 mm were used for the present measurements
of resistivity under pressure. The resistances of samples were measured using a Keithley 614
electrometer. After pressurization, the samples were recovered from the pressure cell and XRD
studies were carried out to find the structure of the high pressure phase. Resistivity measure-
ments were also undertaken at low temperatures (300–80 K) and different pressures using a
Fugi–Nagano [15] type continuous pressure changing system and an anvil with a working face
diameter of 6 mm.

3. Results

The effect of pressure on the resistivity behavior of all samples studied in the ternary series
As30Te70−xSix is similar, and the normalized electrical resistivity shows a continuous decrease,
with metallization around 1.0–2.0 GPa. Figures 1–3 show the variation of normalized electrical
resistivity with pressure. Here ρa is the resistivity at ambient pressure and is of the order of
106 �-cm. Figure 4 shows the temperature variation of the normalized resistivity at different
constant pressures in some representative samples. It can be seen from Figure 4 that at pressures
lower than 1.0 GPa, the normalized resistivity obeys the Arrhenius relation ρ = ρ0 exp(�E/kT ),
where ρ0 is the pre-exponential factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and �E is the activation
energy for electrical conduction.

The conductivity activation energy, �E, is estimated from the slope of the temperature depen-
dence of resistivity (log ρ/ρa versus 1000/T ) and is in the range 0.3–0.22 eV at ambient pressure.
At a pressure of 0.92 GPa, the activation energies have reduced to about 0.16–0.18 eV.
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Figure 1. Variation of the normalized electrical resistivity with pressure for As30Te48Si22, As30Te49Si21 and
As30Te51.5Si18.5.

Figure 2. Variation of the normalized electrical resistivity with pressure for As30Te54Si16, As30Te57Si13 and
As30Te59Si11 glasses.

Figure 5 shows the change in activation energy with pressure for two representative samples
As30Te48Si22 and As30Te62Si8. It can be seen that the activation energy decreases with pressure,
indicating that the metallic state of the sample at high pressures is attained due to the decrease in
energy gap at these pressures. The effect of pressure is to mainly reduce the interatomic distance
leading to an increase in the mobility of the electrons. This increases the conductivity, or in other
words, the resistivity is reduced.
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Figure 3. Variation of the normalized electrical resistivity with pressure for As30Te61Si19, As30Te63Si7 and As30Te65Si5
glasses.

Figure 4. Variation of log (ρ/ρa) with (1000/T ) for (a) As30Te62Si8 (b) As30Te61Si9 (c) As30Te60Si10 (d) As30Te48Si22
glasses at a pressure of 0.92 GPa.
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Figure 5. Variation of activation energy with pressure in As30Te48Si22 and As30Te62Si8 glasses.

4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of topological threshold on the high pressure resistivity of As−Te−Si glasses

The composition dependence of normalized resistivity at two representative pressures, 0.5 GPa
and 1.0 GPa, is shown in Figures 6(A) and 6(B). Assuming the 8-N rule, one can assign a co-
ordination number of 3 to As, 2 to Te, and 4 to Si. It is reasonable to assume that silicon exists
in 4 co-ordination even though other metals such as Al have been known to possess higher
co-ordination.

With these assumptions it is possible to calculate an average co-ordination 〈r〉 for the different
compositions. These 〈r〉 values are also plotted in Figures 6(A) and 6(B) for comparison with the
literature [16, 17].

Figure 6(A). Variation of normalized electrical resistivity with silicon content/average co-ordination number 〈r〉 at a
pressure of 0.5 GPa. Figure 6(B). Variation of normalized electrical resistivity with silicon content/average co-ordination
number 〈r〉 at a pressure of 1.0 GPa.
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The normalized electrical resistivity exhibits an initial decrease with silicon content as seen in
Figures 6(A) and 6(B). Around x = 7 (〈r〉 = 2.44), (ρ/ρa) starts increasing with silicon content,
reaching a local maximum around x = 13 (〈r〉 = 2.56). Beyond this composition, a decrease is
seen in ρ/ρa which culminates in a local minimum around x = 18.5 (〈r〉 = 2.67).

Chalcogenide glasses have been known to undergo a transition from floppy polymeric glass to a
rigid amorphous solid at RPT [8–10]. In some glasses, the rigidity percolation is seen to span over a
range of compositions [12, 13] with the occurrence of two transitions, a floppy to isostatically rigid
state and then an isostatically rigid to stressed rigid state. Glass compositions residing between
the floppy and the stressed rigid phases constitute the intermediate phase, forming space filling
networks with lower molar volumes.

Normalized resistivity measurements at high pressures [7] in the two tie-lines As40Te60−xInx

(5 ≤ x ≤ 17.5) and As30Te70−xInx (10 ≤ x ≤ 17.5) as a function of composition have reported
features similar to the series reported in this paper. They have identified the minimum observed
at 〈r〉 = 2.65 (x = 12.5) with RPT and the minimum at 〈r〉 = 2.7 (x = 15) with CT. Modulated
differential scanning calorimetric measurements on the As−Te−In system [18] also indicate RPT
at 〈r〉 = 2.65 and CT at 〈r〉 = 2.7. No signature of the intermediate phase was found in these
glasses.

Electrical switching studies on As−Te−Si glasses [16], the two tie-lines investigated being
As30Te70−xSix (2 ≤ x ≤ 22) and As40Te60−xSix (2 ≤ x ≤ 17), indicate a sharp slope change in
the switching voltage, Vt , at 〈r〉 = 2.46, which is associated with rigidity percolation, and a local
minimum at 〈r〉 = 2.66, which is identified with CT. For the series As30Te70−xSix , the reported
values of the silicon percentage are x = 8 and x = 18 for RPT and CT respectively.

Differential scanning calorimetric studies [17] on the seriesAs40Te60−xSix (2 ≤ x ≤ 17), giving
the variation with composition of the first crystallization temperature, �T, the difference between
first crystallization temperature and glass transition temperature, and the change in the specific heat
capacity (�Cp) during glass transition, suggest an extended stiffness transition in this system.
The compositions x = 4 and x = 8 have been identified as the onset and completion of the
intermediate phase while CT is suggested to occur at x = 12. The average co-ordination numbers
corresponding to these would be 〈r〉 = 2.48 and 〈r〉 = 2.56 for the onset and completion of the
intermediate phase and 〈r〉 = 2.64 for CT respectively.

Comparing these results with the composition dependence of electrical resistivity at high pres-
sure in As30Te70−xSix , shown in Figures 6(A)(a) and 6(A)(b), the change in trend at x = 7
(〈r〉 = 2.44) and maximum at x = 13 (〈r〉 = 2.56) may be identified with the onset and com-
pletion of the rigidity percolation, with the composition range 7 ≤ x ≤ 13 representing the
intermediate phase. The local minimum at x = 18.5 (〈r〉 = 2.67) may be suggestive of CT.

Electrical resistivity is a macroscopic probe and the micro dynamics of the system, such as the
structural units formed under pressure, cannot be seen in these measurements. However, correla-
tion with differential scanning calorimetry results allows identification of onset and completion
of RPT at x = 7 and x = 13, respectively.

As the composition is varied, the addition of Si having higher co-ordination at the expense of
Te having lower co-ordination leads to an increase in network connectivity thereby reaching the
rigidity thresholds. The main structural units expected to be formed in this system are As (Te1/2)3

pyramids, Si (Te1/2)4 tetrahedra and Te chains. Units of the type SiAs2 have also been seen in the
XRD of the samples recovered after pressurization. The possibility of formation of Te=As(Te1/2)3

quasi tetrahedral units, where As has 5-coordination, and As−Si and SiAs2 type units may be the
reason for the existence of the intermediate phase. Further experiments using microscopic probes
such as high pressure Raman may be needed to understand the details of microscopic dynamics.

It is nevertheless of interest to note that electrical resistivity at high pressures shows a compo-
sition dependence where the percolation thresholds can be identified and region of the extended
transition be observed.
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Figure 7. Variation of activation energy with percentage silicon content at a pressure of 0.92 GPa.

Table 1. Peaks in the XRD after pressurization cycle.

Composition Peaks present

As30Te63Si7 As2Te3, AsSi
As30Te61Si9 Large As2Te3, small AsSi
As30Te55Si15 No peaks in X-ray
As30Te49Si21 Two peaks of As2Te3 (different orientations), SiAs2

Figure 7 shows the variation of activation energy with silicon content at a pressure of 0.92 GPa.
Though some variation in the activation energy is seen, no signature of the intermediate phase
(RPT) or of CT is observed.

4.2. Metallization and crystallization of As−Te−Si glasses under pressure

As−Te−Si samples were recovered from the anvil cell after being subjected to high pressure using
NaCl as the pressure-transmitting material. The pressurized sample was collected by dissolving
NaCl in distilled water. X-ray crystallographic data was collected on four representative compo-
sitions after a cycle of pressurization, and the peaks seen in the XRD data are given in Table 1.

It was also observed that the sample with the highest Si content reverted to the semi-conducting
state when pressure was released. The resistivity behavior on applying pressure again was similar
to the first time and started at a slightly reduced value. This implies that the sample does not
undergo complete crystallization at the high pressures applied.

5. Conclusions

Bulk As−Te−Si glasses are found to exhibit a continuous decrease in electrical resistivity and
conductivity activation energy with pressure, and samples become metallic in pressure range
1.0–2.0 GPa. The composition dependence of normalized electrical resistivity at different pres-
sures indicates an extended stiffness transition with the onset of the intermediate phase around
the average co-ordination 〈r〉 = 2.44 (x = 7) and completion around 〈r〉 = 2.56 (x = 13) and
CT occurring around the average co-ordination of 〈r〉 = 2.67 (x = 18.5). These results are in
close agreement with those obtained from electrical switching studies and differential scanning
calorimetry.
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